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Well here we are - well into 2006 by now
and some of you are realising that the
year of your GCSEs and A-Levels has
actually arrived. Maybe you should
complete that coursework and start
revising now?
Meanwhile, as a professional magician, I
am taking it a little easier now that the
December rush is over. Most of my gigs
went well and were straightforward - but
now and again there was a story to tell.
There was the Christmas party where 600
guests were given rubber swords and
shields before dinner so spent their time
gathered into vast armies and having real
battles! There was also the day a fellow
magician called to say he had hurt his
hand and could I cover for him that
evening in a hotel 70 miles away and I
arrived to find - he had sent me to the
wrong hotel in the wrong town! These
occasions were balanced by the really
good events and the special times such as going to a hospital in Northamptonshire to
entertain a patient whose daughter lived abroad and had paid me to visit on her behalf.
Did you realise performing magic was so unpredictable?
Well, it’s Blackpool Convention month and I know that some of you have already
booked and are really looking forward to it. There is still time to register so check out
the details overleaf. In this issue you will also find the promised interviews with Dan
Harlan and Matt Edmondson - and the first of a new series by Owen Daniel as well as a
guide to putting on a show in your community.
Keep sending in your own articles and suggestions - after all it’s your magazine!
Until next month...
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Workshop
Calendar
2006
The Power of Advertising

Here are the 2006 dates for you to put
in your diaries:

February 11

I am delighted to tell you that master magician
Jack Delvin has taken on a new role for ‘Secrets’
magazine - as its Advertisement Manager. This
type of work isn’t new to Jack - in a previous life,
before becoming a professional magician,
advertising was his career so he’s taken up these
reins with plenty of enthusiasm and experience.

March 11

As you can see from this first issue of 2006, Jack
has already begun well by bringing us some really
top names. All these dealers will give you first
class service and will always advise you on the
suitability of what you wish to buy.

July 22

Do help us by buying your props from these
people where possible; they are supporting your
magazine and you’ll find they will give you the
best deals and a first class service.

October 22 - SUNDAY - J-Day

A Forum for You!
Did you know you can now chat to other members of YMC by using the forum in the
members’ area on the web site. There are always lively conversations taking place but
new people are needed so that more views and ideas can be shared. Topics cover a
wide range - from magical events to new tricks and workshop feedback. So join today
- get your password for the web site then apply to be entered into the forum too - you
won't be disappointed!
www.youngmagiciansclub.com

COMPETITION Calling all Mentalists!
Theater of the Mind by Barrie Richardson is ‘a collection of rare and shining things, some of which
have been closely guarded and quietly shared among professional mentalists for years.’ In 1999
Barry collected 53 of his effects and published them.
This is a very important book and I am delighted that Graham Reed, examinations secretary for
The Magic Circle, has presented a copy as a prize for this month’s competition.
So here is the question:
What is the real name of the great mentalist Max Maven?
Email or post your answers to the usual address on the News page.
Closing date 28th February 2006.

volume 11, number 1 • 4

April 22
May 14 - Bristol Day of Magic
May 20
June 17

September 16
September 23 - IBM Convention
Workshop

November 25
Workshop fee £5.
As always workshops will run from
11 am - 4 pm and will be held at The
Magic Circle HQ (address on pages
three and five). Please be sure to bring
a packed lunch (drinks and crisps will
be provided free), a deck of cards,
notebook and a pen as minimum
requirements for the day.
Please register in advance each time Email: mandy@themagiccircle.co.uk
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See you there?
There is still time to book for the Blackpool Magic Convention which takes place from Friday
24th to Sunday 26th February 2006.
The list of star names is extraordinary. From around the world:
Kenji Minmura, Peter Marvey, Victor Voitka, Tony Chapek, Johnny Casson, Jerome Murat,
Aaron Crow, Zyllan, Michael Ammar,
Patrik Kuffs, Fukai, Jean Pierre Vallarino,
Billy McComb, Stan Allen, Mario Morris,
Johnny Lonn, Hayashi, Martin A Nash,
Rick Merrill.
From the UK:
Matthew McGurk, Men in Coats, Ken
Dodd, The Great Nardini, Kevin
Gallagher, Brian Sefton - and the first
ever Young Magician of the year
Johnny Hart will be appearing on one
of the gala shows.
Tickets are available from
www.blackpoolmagic.com but with
3000 magicians expected to attend,
they are going fast - so hurry up
and book now!

CBBC Script
Competition
Winner
Congratulations to Joe Derrington
whos name was first out of the hat
this time. He was the winner of our
December Competition.
Joe wins a signed copy of the CBBC
Presenters’ script used on the day
that the Matt Edmondson interview
took place.
Runner-up was Dominic Pegg who
receives signed photos of Matt and
co-presenter Anne.
The answer to the question ‘What is
the full name of CBBC Presenter
Dom?’ is, of course, founder member
of YMC - Dominic Wood.

The Mystery Magician from the last issue was of course Tommy Cooper, but who
do you think it is this month?

❚ Write Now!
Write to ‘Secrets’ with your tricks,
questions, comments, suggestions,
responses and ideas. Although we cannot
respond personally your letter may
appear here or in the ‘Inner Secrets’
newsletter. All articles will automatically
be entered for the annual ‘Blanchard
Literary Award’ which is presented for the
best contribution by a YMC member.
Write to the Editor:
Mandy Davis,
The Young Magicians Club,
The Centre for the Magic Arts,
12 Stephenson Way,
London, NW1 2HD,
or email us at
editor@theyoungmagiciansclub.com

Howard Faye
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by Owen Daniel
Dan Harlan is famous in the magic world for his creativity and the
diversity of magic that he performs. Probably known best for his
prolific work on magic using elastic bands, Dan is an expert
magician as well as a thoroughly nice guy! Creator of such effects
as Starcle and Card-Toon 1 and 2, Dan’s material is always full of
surprises and rarely tricky to perform. Here is what he had to say
when I caught up with him recently:
OWEN: Dan, at what age did you start taking an interest in
magic?
DAN: I was born for show business. My parents were very active
in local community theatre and I made my stage debut
riding a tricycle across the stage at the age of two. It is
the very first memory I have.
OWEN: What spurred your interest?
DAN: When I was nine, one of my classmates performed some
magic for our class. Stunned, I asked him how he learned
and he explained that he had read it in a book. I went to
the library that very same day, and nearly every day
thereafter, until I had read every available book on magic
at least two or three times.
OWEN: How long have you been a professional magician? Do you
have another job?
DAN: My first magic performance in front of a large group was
for a talent show at school. I was ten years old but, since I
had been active in theatre for some time, it was no big
deal. My first truly professional gig was performing
tableside magic at a local restaurant when I was thirteen
years old. It was great! The customers loved the novelty of
seeing a young magician. I wish I could be that young
again but still know what I do now! I performed as a parttime pro for many years, going full-time in 1991. Since
then, I have had no other source of income.

OWEN: What has been your most interesting/strange
performance you have done?
DAN: The strangest performance I’ve done also resulted in the
most traumatic public humiliation I ever suffered. It
occurred at Fechter’s Finger Flicking Frolic invitation-only
convention attended by the top magicians in the world. I
performed an undeveloped idea while I was utterly
intoxicated. Simon Lovell (naturally) and I had been
hanging out at the bar all day, tired of seeing far too
many card tricks. I mentioned an idea I had about doing
card magic with individually wrapped cheese slices. He
became quite excited by this and we rushed off to the
grocery store to purchase “my act.” I had no script, no
rehearsal with the props, no structure and no direction. It
was a disaster but the story has a happy ending. Upon
sobering up and returning home, I put in the required
time to script, plan, rehearse and edit this routine which
has become a show-stopping feature for me ever since.
Learn from my mistake. I did.
OWEN: Who would you consider to be the most influential
magician to your performance?
DAN: I’ll choose Eugene Burger since he understands the
significance of a strong script and meaningful
presentations to create miracles.
OWEN: What is your favourite trick that you have invented?
DAN: My favourite routine is “Starcle” where a circle torn from
a napkin changes into a star. I like it because I can and do
use it both close-up and stage and for just about every
type of audience. It’s a simple trick, with no gimmicks or
preparation, that has meaning for the audience.
OWEN: You are probably most renowned for your creation “CardToon”; how did the idea come about?
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idea, but the most workable was just to change the end of
the story — the final picture. I had most of the effect
worked out by the time my drive was done. The last piece
to come to me was the double-ended method.
OWEN: What books would you say are important for aspiring
magicians to study?
DAN: Try reading a book outside of the general “how to” genre.
Give “Magic and Meaning”, by Eugene Burger and Robert
Neale, a try. Another magical book that you won’t find in a
magic shop is “Illusions: The Adventures of a Reluctant
Messiah” by Richard Bach. You might also be surprised
how useful browsing through an Encyclopaedia can be.
Currently, within magic-related reading, I’m enjoying “Art
and Magic” by S.H. Sharpe published by The Miracle
Factory. I suggest reading it only if you enjoy thinking.
DAN:

I was driving from Boston to Detroit (a pretty long drive)
and trying to keep my mind occupied by coming up with
everyday concepts that are inherently magical: Flight, Life,
Radio/TV, Electricity, etc. One of the concepts I listed at the
time was Animation. The magical quality is that still
pictures can appear to move; yet they are actually not
moving at all. It also occurred to me that altering the
sequence of the pictures could result in a different “story.”
Well, I thought of many impractical ways to apply this

DAN’S TOP TIPS FOR CREATING
YOUR OWN MAGIC
1. Knowledge: Study, read, learn, ask questions and try to
know as much as possible.
2. Preparation: Decide on a small area or problem, focus,
gather all the physical elements you may need.
3. Relaxation: Give yourself space, set aside time, clear your
mind of other concerns and eliminate distractions.
4. Play: Be silly, stupid, have fun, approach the problem in
every way you can think of, even the dumb ones,
especially the dumb ones; just let your mind wander, act
like a child, no one is watching.

OWEN: What is your favourite magic book?
DAN: Difficult question. See above. Also I’ll mention a very
underrated book entitled “Magic Shows You Can Give” by
Bill Severn. It contains great routines and advice regarding
putting on a complete show. When I was starting out, it
was my most important guide. I can still see its influence
on my thinking.
OWEN: What advice would you give to an aspiring young
magician?
DAN: Learn about theatre. Yes, it’s important that you are skilled,
but ultimately what the audience experiences is all that
matters. Learning to deliver the proper experience requires
you to understand the mechanics of live theatre.
Make mistakes and listen to advice. Do this now while
you’re young and before you perform for money. Your
worst critic can be your best friend. Find a way to improve
your magic by listening openly to criticism. Be honest with
yourself and you can fix problems before they become
habits.
OWEN: Any tips on creating magic ideas and personalities?
DAN: Put yourself into your magic. What are your
interests/hobbies? What bands do you like? What food?
What aspects of your life (outside of magic) can you inject
into your performance? Try it! It’s fun, and it will make you
unique - because you already are. Good luck!

5. Awareness: Pay attention to your inner dialogue, ask
yourself why you keep going about things the same way,
force yourself to break the rules.
6. Acceptance: Embrace the stupid, weird, ugly, nonsense,
pointless, just let it happen without feeling that anything
is wrong.
7. Record: Write or draw or video everything, doodle, jot,
make notebooks, carry a pad or recorder with you.
8. Judge: After you have all the ideas generated then you
can begin to edit; to try to make sense of your
foolishness, analyse, and test.
9. Apply: If something works even a little bit see if you can
develop it further, put the workable ideas in and play
some more.
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Richard Ross
(1946 - 2001)

Henk Rozenboom was born in Gdansk, Poland in 1946. It was not
until later that he changed his name to Richard Ross, the name
with which he is now associated. Somewhat unusually Ross only
got into magic at the age of sixteen, at first regarding it as merely
a hobby. However he soon became passionate about it, spending
all his pocket money on it and watching Dutch magician, Fred
Kaps. He could not have chosen a better person to idolise - Kaps
went on to win the Fédération International des Sociétés Magiques
(better known as FISM) Grand Prix Award three times.

Profiled by Sam Clarke
Ross is perhaps most famous within the magic world for his
Linking Ring routine in which three rings appear to pass, visibly
and slowly, through each other in an entirely ‘clean’ manner. I
personally regard this to be the best Linking Ring routine that I
have seen. His act also included manipulation of watches and
clocks whereby pocket watches were produced and multiplied. As
a climax he produced six full-size clocks bare-handed. Ross was the
founder of the Magic Arts Centre in Holland; he had always
sought to help young and aspiring magicians and, through the
Centre, he was able to organise meetings that involved the best
magical talent in the country.

Ross spent many years as an amateur developing his own persona
as well as his own brand of original magic. After years of constant
practice, and rehearsal in front of magicians, he decided that his
magic was ready to be shown to the world. At the 1970 FISM
congress he won the title of Grand Prix Winner. At the following
FISM congress in 1973 he repeated this by again winning the
Grand Prix award with his original stage act. He remains the only
magician in history to win this title twice in a row. After his 1973
victory he decided that he was finally ready to turn professional; up
until then he had performed solely as an amateur. Richard said of
this “At first, I preferred to perform for magicians...I liked to be
able to fool them. But the more I performed, the more I focused
on the audience instead of the tricks. Now I prefer a lay audience; I
appreciate their reactions. I enjoy entertaining them.”

Sadly Ross died from an unexpected heart attack, at the young
age of 55, in 2001. A month before this he had received a
Performing Fellowship from the Academy of Magic Arts and
Sciences in California - a timely recognition for his work for the
magic community. After his passing the Centre was taken over by
his wife, Veronique Ross, and is now also sustained with the help
of Tommy Wonder.
Ross has been an influence to many great magicians and has
contributed much towards magic nowadays. Let us hope that his
legacy may long continue...
The writer of this column, Sam Clarke, performed the
Richard Ross stage routines of Linking Rings and watches
and clocks manipulations in the 2005 Young Magician of the
Year Final.
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Wayne Dobson
dtrik@waynedobson.co.uk
www.waynedobson.co.uk

International Magic
Established by Ron MacMillan 50 years ago – still a family business!

89 Clerkenwell Road
London
EC1R 5BX

CLEARANCE SALE – ALL L&L VIDEOS ONLY £7.50 EACH (+ postage)
We have over 100 superb titles in stock by the
following great performers...
Michael Ammar, Jim Zachary, Bruce Cervon, Harry Allen,
Vallarino, Geoffery Buckingham, Daryl, Eddie Tullock,
Parvel, Martin Nash, Henry Evans, Ian Adair, Dai Vernon,
Johnny Thompson, Michael Rubinstein, Ken Krenzel,
Karrell Fox, David Regal, Harry Lorayne, Michael Close,
Mark Wilson, Paul Diamond, Dan Harlan, Jeff Sheridan,
Simon Lovell and many others...
Major credit cards accepted
Opening hours: 11.30 - 18.00 (Mon - Fri) and 11.30 - 16.00 (Sat)

www.InternationalMagic.com
T: +44 (0) 20 7405 7324 / F: +44 (0) 20 7831 2927
volume 11, number 1 • 9
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By Harry de Cruz
ended up with the adults also watching. Therefore there were
approximately twenty children and fifty adults! Funnily enough I
was nowhere near as nervous as the birthday party.
I managed to talk more slowly and explain the tricks as I did them.
I was more relaxed and happier. I did some of the same tricks, as
well as Dream Bag and card tricks, which all went down really well
- with no mistakes either. Yippee!
The adults all seemed to love the show and the children were all
amazed. The organisers have already booked me for the Christmas
2006 party and I am thinking of learning how to saw my
Grandmother in half for that one! I had a warm and funny feeling
inside when everyone was applauding me. It made me very
excited, especially when a few people asked me about doing other
shows.
I was very happy with the way it went but must work on linking
tricks together and on my patter. My local club in Aylesbury,
Buckinghamshire Association of Magicians, will hopefully help me
with all this.
I am now really looking forward to my next show.
This is my second year in the YMC and this December I did my first
two paid shows so I would like to tell you about my first experiences
in front of a real live audience.
The first one was for my Mum’s best friend’s little boy’s 4th birthday
party. It was for him and seven of his friends. I was so nervous that
I had to go to the loo loads of times before we left - and I had even
been sick in the night. Is this what everyone feels like for their first
show or is it just me?

n
o
i
s
u
l
l
I
Optical

I don’t think I was very good as I spoke too fast and was trying too
hard. However, they did all clap in the right places and laughed
when they should. I did Sponge Rabbits, which they really liked,
even though I had been a bit worried that the rabbits would not fit
in their little hands or that they would open their hands up too soon.
I also did change bag tricks and the Pom Pom Stick, among others,
but the best one was when I made a birthday cake appear inside an
empty tin. This was made more exciting for the children as I used
flash paper but the mum did look a bit worried that I would set the
curtains alight! At the end I made each child a single balloon model
and the birthday boy got a monkey up a tree.
The next show was for the residents’ Christmas Party where my
Grandmother lives. It was meant to be for the children only but it
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By Helen Higgins
I remember standing at the doors waiting to enter and take my
place on stage, those hundreds of eager eyes watching. I could
feel the flock of fluttering butterflies exuberantly flying around my
stomach as I mentally went over my effects for the last time. An
older boy went up on the stage and announced me. I knew that
was it - no turning back now! As I walked up the stairs, to take
the applause and get the microphone, I was nervous and felt my
hands trembling. I just hoped my voice wouldn’t do the same as I
would lose that stage presence for which I am so well known.

tell them apart! So quick-thinking was needed and I was able to
change the format so that eventually I did win.
The other effects did go to plan. I performed a calculated card trick I
had adapted to make people believe that I delved in the art of (what I
have named) “Finger-Reading” - a Victorian technique apparently
used to help the blind to see through their fingers. I claimed I had
trained myself to do this with the backs of cards. The volunteer I had
did not seem very enthusiastic but, by the end, he seemed impressed
and spoke to me about it after the show.

I began with an introduction to the evening, about the so-called
“psychic” effects I was about to perform and how they weren’t
really “psychic”; about how they are not what they seem and how
easily the human mind can be influenced. This went well and the
audience seemed to get into the mood.

After a few more tricks, I came to my finale which had been named
“Gripping Stuff”. This was simply some suggestive, hypnotic
techniques used to make people believe that their hands are stuck
together.

However the first effect I performed was not successful! I used a
cuddly Santa toy to select a spectator from the audience. The toy
was thrown out and caught, then thrown a couple more times. A
young girl was selected and came up on stage. I asked her to sit at
a table with me, handed her a pack of cards and asked her to find
and remove the joker. Meanwhile I explained about Medieval
jokers and their tendencies to be well......jokers. Unfortunately
since the packet was very new and stiff the girl dropped every last
one on the floor!

I asked the audience to all think of a number, any number.
Throughout the show I had constantly been influencing the number
two on them so when I asked who had the number two a good
healthy majority raised their hands. This gave me an excellent choice
of easily manipulated characters to use. I chose a girl, who I had
known this to work on rather well in the past, and got her up on
stage. I also asked those in the audience who wished to take part to
also do as I asked - to clasp their hands together so I could
“hypnotise” them.

Fortunately, my “assistants” Mairead and Laura were on hand offstage and came to help me. After that, I took out two envelopes
and explained that I was going to put the Joker in one of the
envelopes, shuffle them under the table and then ask the girl to
try to always pick the envelope with the Joker in it. By using
various techniques to confuse her I intended to make her always
pick the one without the Joker. I had performed this effect many
times with friends and it had never failed. Regrettably, on this
occasion, one of the envelopes got crushed and she could always

As I came to the end of this I asked those who felt their hands to be
stuck together to come out towards the stage. To my astonishment,
and delight nearly half the 350 strong audience stood up and walked
towards the stage. I unstuck them and sent them back to their seats.
The audience were spellbound (please pardon the pun)!
Afterward I had a lot of people coming up to me and asking how
various effects were done and if I could do them for them privately. I
am always pleased to see that people take an interest in what I do.

Putting on a show is not a difficult task, so here’s how:
Local talent shows and contests are a good place to
start; by promoting your skills and your name to
locals, your talents can be recognised and your
confidence built. It doesn’t matter if you win the
competitions or not. It’s good experience.
Local halls and Community Centres are good places
to enquire about putting on your own show for they
are always looking for new talents and ways to
promote the hall or centre. Phone them to find
out if putting on a show is possible.

speak to your head teacher about it.
Once you have a location, you need to arrange
tickets, posters, flyers and programmes. You can
do this yourself or ask teachers, friends or family
members, who are good with computers.
Involve your local press and also ask local
shops and businesses to put posters in their
windows.

How about school? The best place to start is
by speaking to teachers who usually arrange
school shows, choirs, etc. Then, if they approve,
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Putting on a show is a great thing to do; it
builds your confidence, promotes your
name and improves your skills as a
magician. I would definitely recommend it.
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Hi Matt
Before we start let me say that I, and other YMC members,
really enjoyed the workshop you did with Matt Duggan; are
there any plans to do another one?
I would like to, I haven’t spoken to Matt lately because he’s very
busy with his acting and I’m busy doing my stuff. But I’d love to
come back and do another one. I’ve got lots of ideas of what I’d
like to do.

How did you take up Magic?
I saw a lot on TV when David Blaine was becoming popular. I
thought he was amazing. I bought a pack of cards and thought,
‘Right, I’m going to learn some card tricks’. I found a book in my
school library and started learning some things. I tried them out and kept trying until I fooled someone! Then I got hooked. The
turning point was finding the Young Magicians Club. I went to my
first workshop with my friend Kyle. It was at a regional day and we
were just amazed! We went to lectures, saw tricks which fooled us
so much - then they told us how they were done! We thought
“Wow, this is incredible!” I spent all the pocket money I had ever
saved on buying lots and lots of tricks which I’ve never done since!
And it escalated from there really!
I think I was about thirteen then and I’m now nineteen so
that’s...six years ago!
Who are your magic idols and do they influence you now?
Well the first was David Blaine. I liked his street magic shows, I’m
not so keen on the stuff that he’s done since, he’s lost a bit of the
magic. But he was very good and he’s to thank for getting me into
magic really. I like Jay Sankey, mainly because I find him very funny
although sometimes some of the tricks on one DVD might be
repeated (in a better version) on another. I’ve always liked David
Williamson, he’s very good. Also Anthony Owen, who’s a TV
producer, gave me some work experience when I was 14 and has
been very supportive of my magic, and my presenting work, ever
since. He’s my main inspiration, ‘the dude’ as far as I’m concerned!
What advice would you give the YMCers?
I think the thing to do, and this was always said to me when I was
in the Young Magicians Club, is that you’ve got to focus as much

on the presentation as on the trick. The tendency is to just learn a
trick, then when you come to perform it you don’t really have
anything that’s exciting. Some tricks look amazing, and visually are
incredible, but if you don’t present it in the right way it can only
detract from the magic.
I found it hard sitting and trying to write my own presentations.
But over time you do develop them and, even if you’ve got the
tiniest idea, just go with it. Make the presentation bigger than the
magic. And always film yourself. I remember doing that and
realising that, in a three minute performance, I said the word
“OK” about 50 times! Also when I did a sleight, I’d notice that
something would change - I’d look away or some mannerism
would change and signal what I was doing. You just have to
cancel all that out and you learn about how to direct yourself
through that.
What tips could you give someone who wants to create a
magic act for the first time?
I’m very much a close up magician. You learn over time that it
doesn’t matter what the trick is as long as you can find a way of
making it interesting. Some people want their audiences to feel
they’ve experienced real magic, that it’s been a very intense,
emotional experience. I’m just happy if they’ve had a laugh and
they’ve enjoyed it. When creating a magic act the first thing to do
is to look at what tricks you do, and what tricks you know, and
what ones you’re good at - even if they’re not technically hard to
do. Basically any trick is good for an act if you can make it good.
It’s about sitting and thinking ‘OK what are my interests? What am
I trying to say in this performance?’. It’s about manipulating tricks
or methods that you know, to devise your own tricks, and package
it together with a beginning, a middle and an end. Do everything
for a reason.
How did you come to be a CBBC presenter?
I was absolutely obsessed with CBBC when I was younger! I used
to write letters, try and get autographs. But one of the best days I
ever had was when I interviewed Dominic Wood for CBBC and
he’s just brilliant!
I used to pretend that I was a CBBC presenter, stand in front of
the mirror and try to present with a hair brush in my hand for a
microphone. I had a little alarm clock with a second hand and I
thought “Ok I’m going to talk for a minute and see if I can do it.”
Then “Now I’m going to talk for 30 seconds and see if I can do
that.”
I’d been loosely connected to the world of telly, from about
fourteen, via some work experience that I’d done with Objective
who make all the magic shows. And I went to TV studios to try to
learn as much as possible, asking people there how it all worked.
Then I worked on a few TV shows and wrote a few tricks for
Stephen Mulhern, when he was on SMTV, which was great - I’m
really thankful to him for letting me have that opportunity. I was a
magic assistant on a show called Shock Treatment for Sky One. I
shot a homemade tape of me doing tricks and pretending to be a
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an interview
by
Natalie Cró
presenter, then sent it off to CBBC. They called me in for a meeting; I
was 17 and had braces on my teeth, this geeky kid going ‘Oh I want
to be on telly, I want a job.’ They thought I was a bit young so I kept
on emailing people, About a year later when my braces were gone I
phoned the head of CBBC and said, ‘I’m ready now, I want an
audition!’ A couple of weeks later they set up a screen test. Magic
had helped me with this because I knew how to perform and how to
deliver and present material so four days later they gave me a phone
call saying, ‘You got the job, bring your own sandwiches and start
Monday!’

Can we expect anything magic related from you on TV?
I hope so! I’ve had chats with people and I used to have a little list
at home, the three things that I wanted to do. The first one was
being a CBBC presenter, the second was to live in London and the
third one was make a TV show with Anthony Owen. If anyone’s
going to put me in a magic show, I think he should be the person
to do it! I’ve had a chat with him about it and hopefully,
somewhere down the line it will happen! (Since this interview
Matt had performed some tricks on Blue Peter and on CBBC)

And what is a typical working day?
You come in, go to make-up and get given your script there. You
have a read through while getting your make-up and hair done. We
have a little rehearsal and then we just do it! We don’t really get to
learn our lines, we make it up as we go along. While the shows are
on we rehearse and try to watch the shows as well because it’s nice
to know what’s happening! We’re here for as long as we’re needed
until the end of the day!
Who have you most enjoyed meeting here at CBBC?
That’s difficult! I’ve made a lot of friends here, both people in front
and behind the cameras. There’s a producer called Guy - he’s brilliant.
He’s become the writing buddy I’ve always wanted because I’ve
always had ideas and wanted to write. At school I got really
frustrated when I’d say to someone, ‘Ooh, shall we go out and film a
little sketch?’ and they’d agree but when you said ‘When?’ they’d be
busy! Thankfully Guy is someone who says ‘Yes! Let’s do it and let’s
do it now!’ So we write a lot together which is great! I’ve also met
Devon who’s in a show called “Kerching!” He came and did some
presenting with me and he’s now one of my best mates in London.
What’s the most embarrassing or funniest thing that’s
happened to you?
We get to wear a lot of costumes, and they can sometimes be a bit
embarrassing, although I don’t mind too much. I’ve dressed up as a
chicken and as a woman on more than one occasion! I’m quite
famous for very bad singing and dancing on CBBC. But Im proud
that I can’t sing and yet still subject the nation to it!
Making mistakes is embarrassing but everything we do is live so you
have to get over it, there’s no time to go ‘Oh no, that was terrible!’
You just have to keep going!
Lots of things have gone wrong in magic shows, all the time! I’ve
brought the wrong card to the top, or I was meant to peek at some
stage and I’ve missed it; or I’d be doing a mind reading effect and
someone’s writing is completely illegible! Where I grew up there was
a local TV channel, Portsmouth TV. They invited me to do some tricks
so before the show I asked a woman to write down a memory for
me to read her mind. The problem was I just did not know what it
meant! She’d written down ‘HMS’ and a word that looked like
‘cryptic’ but wasn’t clear! This was one of the main features of the
act! So I phoned the Navy and asked “Is there a ship that begins with
‘HMS C-R-Y?’ Five minutes before I was going on air they came back
with ‘Crybdis’ and thankfully it was right! But it was kind of a touchand-go moment.

What advice would you give to a budding TV Magician?
I’m not a magician on TV so I’m not the best person to give
advice on this. Just persevere and hassle people, that’s what I did.
If you think someone can give you an opportunity or open a door,
don’t be afraid to stick your foot in it. Write to Blue Peter, write to
Xchange or write to Ministry of Mayhem and say ‘Hey I’m a
magician! I can do lots of cool stuff!’
What about being a kids’ presenter?
You’ve got to really want it! And you’ve go to like kids’ telly,
watch other people. I used to watch TV all the time and even now
I still watch Dermot O’Leary and think ‘Wow, I want to be like
you!’ Be yourself as well and just practise being chatty. You’ve got
to be chatty and confident. I don’t think I was the most confident
of kids really but it’s just a case of finding your way.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years’ time?
10 years time.... JAIL!!! No not really, My ultimate goal is to have
my own production company and I want to produce kids’ shows.
I’m not that interested in crossing over into adult TV or anything
like that but I really want to go and make some good
programmes for kids, possibly with puppets because I like them!
Maybe I’ll be producing a magic show for the next generation of
TV magicians! Who knows, I could be producing you one day! Or
maybe some of the other people from the Young Magicians’
Club!
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A card trick with
a torch

under the
spotlight
by Ian Adair

❚ effect
A selected card is replaced into the pack which is
then shuffled. The cards are scattered, face down,
onto a table top.

ACETATE
DISC

The performer now introduces a torch and shows
it works. He explains that he can magically locate
the chosen card by shining the torch over each
card. He does this. Finally he stops at one card
and announces that this is it. When the card is
reversed it’s blank! In fact it is the only blank card
in the pack. The climax comes when the shining
end of the torch is displayed - there within the
glass is the image of the chosen card.

TORCH

FAINT DOTS
ON ALL
CORNERS

❚ what you
need

clever enough to do the classic fan force or one of the many
easier ones which are described in magic books and magazines,
you are required to force a card - in our example the two of
clubs.

A pocket torch such as the one illustrated.
The torch isn’t faked but you have to add a special ‘fake’ to make
it reveal the chosen card. This consists of a circular piece of clear
acetate (thin plastic). The card, which appears to be a freely
chosen one, is really forced by you to match the one in the torch
e.g. Two of clubs. Using black paint carefully make a miniature
facsimile of the chosen card (in this case the two of clubs) on one
side of the acetate. This ‘fake’ is made to fit inside the rim of the
torch so it rests against the flat glass section which contains the
bulb. The ‘fake’ can already be on the torch from the start or can
be added later, depending on how you wish to work the effect.
(Editor’s note: if your painting skills aren’t great try cutting
out the symbols from a miniature card such as those found
in Christmas crackers and glue them to the disc. Some
dealers also sell transfers of card pips.)
A pack of regular cards.
A blank faced card with a matching back design.
On the four corners of this card, on the back design side, apply
faint pencil dots. This is so you can locate it amongst the others
when they are scattered onto the table.
A force.
I did mention the word ‘force’ and I guess you know a few
methods of forcing a card onto a spectator. Whether you are

❚ working &
presentation
The blank card can be anywhere in the pack. The two of clubs,
however, has to be under your control.
Show the pack both front and back. Have a card chosen (force
the two of clubs). Have the card replaced. Get someone to
shuffle the pack. Now ask that person to spread and scatter the
cards, face down, on the table top. Make sure all the cards are
well displayed and keep an eye out for the ‘dotted’ one (the
blank).
Introduce the torch, making sure you don’t display the bulb
end at this stage. Switch it on and angle it downwards over the
cards. Explain that you are able to locate the chosen card by
using the torch and start moving it around, stopping now and
again for effect. When you come to the ‘dotted’ card, stop.
You may want to switch the torch switch off and on to create
an even better effect. State that this is the chosen card and
that the torch has magically found it. Allow the spectator to
reverse the card. It’s blank! Looking puzzled at this stage,
deliberately angle the front of the torch towards the audience.
There they see the image, a miniature of a playing card - yes,
it’s the chosen one!
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magicbox
MASSIVE DVD SALE
MANY TITLES ONLY £14.99
GREEN BICYCLES NOW ONLY £1.50
FREE CATALOGUE
PRESENTING THE LATEST
AND BEST EFFECTS
TEL:01912325335
www.magicbox.uk.com

World Beating Magic:
The Pimpernel Notecase
The Pimpernel Aces
The Pimpernel Card Box
The Pimpernel Disc Routine

Thousands of bargains up for grabs at

THE MAGIC CAR BOOT SALE
Sunday 5th February 2006
Beechmen Circus Warehouse
43 Union Street West Bromwich B70 6BP
Doors Open 9.30am - Admission £3
Over 25 Stalls - Dealers include:Alacazam • Albion • Keith Bennett • Hocus Pocus •
Merlins & Practical Magic
Contact: Alex Powell

07831115448
wwww.albionmagiccompany.co.uk

29 Pegwell Avenue, RAMSGATE, Kent, CT11 0NL
Tel/Fax: 01843 850036 Email: magic_zane@btinternet.com

Makers of Fine Quality Hand Crafted Magic...

www.zanesmagicshop.com

www.colinrosemimc.co.uk

Welcome to Zane’s Magic Shop. We sell lots of great magic tricks and DVDs
from all over the world at very reasonable prices.
Plus recently we have added at least 50 new items, all in stock now!
So check out the web-site to find out all about us. You can pay by Credit or
debit card using Paypal, instructions are on the web-site.
Or simply write out a cheque and send it to the above address.
For a FREE catalogue please enclose a 35p stamp with your name and address.

“As a professional magician myself, I only sell good
practical magic that entertains an audience”
For a friendly and helpful service
Please contact Zane’s Magic Shop!

See Website for Product Information
Special Magic for Young Magicians Club
(Offer Ends 1st March 2006)
Patrick Page’s Magic Paddle...£10.00
Dutch Sandwich...£35.00
Mini Flash Frame...£25.00
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things that you might want to beg, borrow or steal (in a magical sense!)

The World Famous Bowl Routine
by Lance Pierce ❚ reviewed by Harold Cataquet
I first heard of Lance Pierce when I picked
up Roger Klause: In Concert (which
incidentally is one of my favorite magic
books). The Benson Bowl routine dates
back to Bruce Elliot’s Classic Secrets of
Magic (another one of my favourite
books). It’s a very simple routine where
three sponge balls travel from the
hand to under a bowl. In these raw
terms the routine lacks a finale as the
same sequence of moves is just
repeated three times in a row. To
finish, Don Alan loaded a bagel under
the bowl; Benson finished with a transposition into the spectator’s
hands (and then followed it with rice bowls). Larry Jennings took this
routine to an extreme with his single cup and balls routine.
Now along comes Lance Pierce with this booklet. What will sell this
book to virtually any magician is when they hear that Bill Malone
says, “Without a doubt the most requested routine in the history of
Malone’s Magic Bar”.
However, Lance does a lot more than just describe the mechanics of
the routine. This booklet gives the reader every possible bit of
information that they would need to perform his routine (except

where to get the bowl).
As written, it is fairly
long, with about
eleven phases, but
Lance discusses what
he cuts out when
time is short. Every
question I could think
of was addressed
somewhere.

★★★
advanced skills

Softcover, 8
9 pages,
80 illustratio
ns.
$25 plus p&
p exclusively
from
www.Lance
Pierce.com

Value for mo
ney?

8/10

9/10 Amaze your frien
ds?
Worth the p
rice?

8/10

Much of what Lance
has written will be
wasted on magicians
looking to simply perform the routine. It is fairly easy
to do but, as in all magic, you have to get the timing right.
Lance makes extensive use of footnotes to talk about the
little bits of business that really sell the trick - the importance
of pacing, spectator management, looking after the lemons,
alternative lines, handling the bowl, pocket management,
etc. So if you have any interest in either the Benson Bowl
routine or the Bill in Lemon, get the booklet. For you Bill in
Lemon addicts, the method for the load is the same as
taught by Bill Malone in his recent DVD series.

7 By Michel Huot; 7 By Patrik Kuffs;
7 By Rick Bronson
by David Acer
❚ reviewed by Matthew Field
These three small booklets have been published,
about one per year, by David Acer. David is
either a Canadian magician comedian, or a
comedian Canadian magician, or . . . you get
the idea. As he writes in his introduction to the
Huot book, “It is not unheard of for little
booklets to create disproportionately large stirs
upon their release . . . Despite this, however,
the format is in certain decline . . . I have
decided to buck (ignore?) the trends (reality?)
and release this bite-size collection of
material.”
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As the titles say, each booklet contains seven effects by a single magician in a
booklet of around 36 pages. The Michel Huot contains a packet trick, a climax to
the McDonald’s Aces, a gag with D’Lites, a clever signed coin in balloon effect and
some other stuff. Patrik Kuffs has an Emergency Card variant that is good, a card
stab that will send you looking for glue and magnets to construct it and a couple
of card revelations and psychic stunts. Rick Bronson uses his hand to enlarge a
portion of a playing card, provides a routine for the Tricky Bottles and a couple
of gags.

effects in
ntains seven
co
et
kl
o
o
b
Each
rations.
es, with illust
about 36 pag
&p.
p
s
bout £7) plu
$12 each (a
m
o
AcerMagic.c
www.David

8/10

ney?
Value for mo

r friends?

you
9/10 Amaze

ractice?
Worth the p

8/10

The material is a step up from
what you find in most magic
magazines. There is something
charming about these
booklets, their friendly size
and enthusiastic
presentation. David Acer
keeps things moving with
just the right tone of
‘voice’ to make you smile
and think about the
creative magicians
whose work he is
exploring.
The price is right and the
magic is, for the most part, good.

Magic For Under 5s

★★
medium skills

by Terry Herbert ❚ reviewed by David Tomkins

£26.50 UK
(£27.50 wo
rldwide)
including del
ivery from Pr
actical
Magic, www
.practical-m
ag
ic.com
or your favo
urite dealer

Value for mo
ney?
Amongst other things Terry Herbert is a very well
known and respected children’s entertainer. His
latest DVD, Magic For Under 5s, is a shining
example of his work. I believe three of the
most important things in an under 5s show
are:

8/10

4/10 Amaze your frien
ds?
Worth the p
ractice?

9/10

1. To get your very first laugh almost as
soon as you start the show. From that
moment your young audience will begin to relax and
know they are going to have fun.
2. A gentle friendly and sensitive approach throughout.
3. Good, showy, colourful props that the children can relate to and understand.
All of these are seen in Terry’s show. He says that the under 5s are his favourite age
group to entertain. Watch the live performance and this will be obvious. He
connects with the children immediately, coming right down to their level. The
children are captivated.
Also on the DVD Terry is interviewed by David Kaye, a.k.a. Silly Billy, and they discuss many of
the important aspects of children’s entertainment, including a section on prop explanations.
The under 5s can be a very delicate group to entertain. If one child gets upset it can easily
start some of the others off. If you are considering entertaining the “little ones”, I recommend
that you get this DVD. Even experienced performers can pick up some hints, tips and routine
ideas. So much can be learnt studying Terry’s approach and manner, stage dressing and
general presentation. Terry is a master of his craft.
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Oliver Mealing
Favourite non-magic book? Charlie and the Chocolate Factory.
Favourite film? A Nightmare On Elm Street.
Favourite magicians? Derren Brown for his brilliant humour, Paul
Daniels for his great patter and crowd work, Loki for his imaginative
routines and Ali Bongo for all his help at workshops.
What kind of magic do you enjoy most? Close up and table magic
where the spectators can be really involved and close to the magic.
What do you like most about ‘Secrets’? The wide spread of different
articles always makes it a perfect and interesting read.
Strongest non-magical performing influences? David Brent and Peter
Kay for their hilarious sketches.
Strongest magical performing influences? Paul Daniels - his shows
never fail to impress and are hugely entertaining.
What’s your favourite magic on TV? T4’s “Freaky”.
Which magician would you most like to be and why? Pit Hartling
because he is truly amazing and seems like he never wants to stop
showing magic once he has started.
If you had your TV chat show and could interview any three people,
real or fictitious, dead or alive, who would they be? Paul Zenon, Paul
Daniels and Houdini.
Some people I would like to thank in magic for either their help or
encouragement. Everyone at the YMC for helping and guiding me,
Mandy, of course, and everyone who helps to organize the

Interview

workshops and the magicians that take their time to speak to us
with special thanks to Russell Levinson who has helped me along

Age? 15.

the way.

Current home: Colwall, Herefordshire (middle of nowhere).

Top tip for getting into magic? Start off learning some basic tricks
and practice them as much as you can then keep on increasing your

Joined the Young Magicians Club? March 2003.

knowledge of magic and perform to family and friends. Finally fill in
the YMC form and become a member - can take part in great

Hobbies? Magic, juggling and drama.

workshops, make new friends, have fun and discover a whole new
world of magic.

Favourite magic book? The Complete Magician by Marvin Kaye
- a great book covering all the aspects of magic.
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Magical Wonders
Fulfilling the Needs of the Magic Community Since 1985

Over 500 effects in stock
Dozens of Exclusives
Distributors for Axtell Products from the U.S.A.
Spring and Summer Sales
Private Customer Sales
Same-Day Turn-a-round on all orders
Competitive prices
Best Service in the business (Probably!)

Telephone / Fax / E-mail orders welcome
Credit Cards (MC, Visa, Switch, Solo, JCB & Maestro) accepted, NO extra charge

AND we’re really nice!
Annual Catalogue £5.00 (includes £5.00 in vouchers)

Myles & Patti Sinclair, 9 Canterbury Road,
Watford, Herts. WD17 1QT
Tel: 01923 467956 • Fax: 01923 220653
E-mail: magic@hey-presto.demon.co.uk

All Change at
Kaymar Magic

Yes, we have MOVED and we’re
UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP!!
For more information and to keep
up-to-date with all the new magical
happenings at Kaymar, you really
should be on the
Kaymar Newsletter Mailing List.
IT’S FREE
Just send your name and address to:
The Kaymar Magic Co Ltd
Unit 3, 108 Croft Road
Nuneaton, Warwickshire, CV10 7DN

We supply magicians all around the world with thousands of tricks, books and DVD’s.

HOT ROD PEN
The magician shows a pen which has six different coloured dots printed on it. With a quick shake all the dots become
the spectators selected colour! That’s right, it’s the classic hot rod in a working pen format! Great to carry with you,
and a bargain at only - £3.95 inc P&P

SVENGALI DECK + WIZARD DECK
With these two special packs of cards you can perform over 30 great card tricks. These are super quality decks from
‘Marvin’s magic and retail at £5.99 each. Buy them both together for just - £6.95 inc P&P

PREDICTO TRANSPO
You show two decks of cards, one deck is selected by a spectator, and placed into his pocket. The other deck is opened
and shown, the spectator freely selects three cards from the deck, looks at them and mentally THINKS of just one of
them. He is now asked to take the other deck from his pocket and to count them, there is only 51 cards, one card is
missing! and yes it is the thought of card!The magician now removes one card from his pocket, it is the card the
spectator thought of!!This is a very strong effect and is suitable for close up or stand up conditions. It does not require
any sleight of hand, in fact the magician need never even touch the decks - JUST £8.95 inc P&P

To join our premail list, which informs you of our new items, offers and magical news,
just send us your email address and we’ll be happy to add you to our list!
Merlins, 15 The Springs, Wakefield, West Yorkshire, WF1 1QE
01924 339933 www.merlinswakefield.co.uk email merlins@btconnect.com
We accept cash, cheques and all major cradit cards
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Aspiring
towards
Magic
Variety in Knowledge
By Owen Daniel
I can safely predict that the majority of you have studied, or
intend to study, drama. This is brilliant; magic is deemed a
performance art, therefore our ability to perform is essential.
The basic disciplines of acting are easily applied to magic and
incorporated into our
presentations (even if this
acknowledgement is only
subconscious). I can also
predict that few members
will consider studying dance;
yet this is just as relevant to
our art as drama.

What you extract from other arts, and see as important, is your
personal decision; we all notice different nuances, filling in
gaps in our individual understanding. You are not studying
these arts to become a clown, dancer, mime artist, etc. You are
studying to assimilate
understanding to help you
become a better magician. If
you study an art, and then
decide that it goes well with
magic, of course you can add
the physical techniques to
your magic - but this is of
secondary concern.

Knowledge of different
performance arts increases
our arsenal of information,
extending our creative
range, which we can later
refer to when creating
magic. I studied both dance
and drama for GCSE,
developing my
understanding of both for
use on and off stage.

There are many educational
colleges, open to people of
16+, which offer free courses
whilst you are under
eighteen. From what I have
said it would be easy to
presume that I am instructing
you to see magic from a
wholly theoretical point of
view! Do not do this: but if
you have a spare week in the
holidays then seriously
consider developing a new
skill to enhance your
understanding, and
resultantly your enjoyment,
of magic.

Dance taught me the
importance of movement
and how our bodies present
our characters. Drama
showed me how to connect
with an audience through
speech. Both have proved
monumental in developing
my understanding of magic
and have subsequently been
utilised in my magic performance.

Have Fun
magico@comic.com

Another art form I have studied is ‘theatrical clown’; far from
simply adopting the character of the humorous buffoon,
perceived by the majority as the stereotypic clown, this proved
the most intense course I have attended... Each day started and
finished with an hour’s worth of stretching!
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If you are seeking effects using
a strange and unusual theme,
you will love this one.

vertical hold
by Ian Adair

❚ effect
Magician displays a ‘Vertical Hold’ device in the shape of a cardboard
folder. This has a small catflap-like unit on the front which lifts up and
drops down. A piece of white card bearing vertical lines is handed out
to a spectator to examine. This is placed inside the folder, the front
door being closed.
The performer explains that, when inside, the vertical lines stay vertical
and straight. However he explains that, when withdrawn from the
device slowly, the lines change drastically. This is done, the piece of
card slowly being withdrawn from the top area. The audience clearly
sees that the lines on the card have become wavy. The performer
opens the front flap to show that the section of card inside still has
straight vertical lines. To prove that the device really works the
magician then opens the front door of the folder and asks a spectator
to remove the card completely. The audience sees the ‘half-way’ stage
of the experiement - with the upper section of the card bearing wavy
lines, the lower bearing the original straight ones.

❚ what you need
A folder made from stiff card.
Although it appears to have two panels, a front and a back, an
additional one is attached to the back area. This means that the back
is double. Inside the inner panel of the folder, thin strips of cards are
glued to three sides leaving the uppermost one open. This is to hold
the piece of card which will later be placed inside.
The front door of the folder has a small hinged (using tape) flap,
rather like a cat-flap. This can be lifted up and dropped down as

THE FOLDER

Hinged with tape
Double

Folder with flap

required. Both sections of the folder are taped and hinged
together. The unit is now complete.
Cards
Did you notice I said cards? Two are actually used!
The cards should be of the size to fit inside the grids of the
inner part of the folder. At one point one has to slide inside the
hollow back panel.
Card 1 - Upright vertical lines
Card 2 - Upright lines, partially straight with wavy ones
blending off to the top.

❚ set up
Prior to your performance place both cards inside the folder
and within the cardboard grids, one on top of the other with
the straight vertical lines showing on the front card.

❚ working &
presentation
Display the folder and call it a Vertical Hold Device. Show it on
both sides, then lift the flap on the front to allow the audience
to see inside. They immediately see the straight lines of the
uppermost card. Now open the folder completely allowing
them to see the full size of the card. Close the folder. Talk
about the atmospheric conditions outside of the Vertical Hold
Device and open the folder very slightly to bring out the front
card only - the one with the straight lines. Make sure the
audience don’t get a flash of the other card at this stage.
Hand the card to a spectator for examination. “You see, the
lines are vertical and absolutely straight. But when I place the
card inside the special device things will change.” Slide the
card inside the folder, actually into the secret hollow
compartment. “if I wave the device in the air for a few
moments things will change... watch and see. When the lines
are exposed to the air a second time... something strange
happens to them!”

Card 1
Vertical straight
lines

Card 2
Half straight half wavy

Showing card being
withdrawn

At this point you insert your fingers into the top of the actual
folder and start to withdraw the second card (partly showing
the wavy lines). This is done slowly. The audience see part of
the card protruding from the top of the folder, showing the
lines are now wavy. Because part of this card protrudes , when
you now open the front flap the audience see the straight lines
which form part of the illustration.
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Puzzle Time Answers
Q. What is a ZO–ZO? A. Turned upright - it’s an ONION.
Q. How many triangles? A. 27
Q. Proverb. A. Do onto others as you would be done by.
Q. What saying? A. ON S.T IS THE BEST POLL I SEE, (Honesty is the best policy).
Q. What goes up a pipe down, etc. A. An Umbrella.
Q. Decode the message, (replace each letter with the one that comes before it in the alphabet).
A. A happy new year to you all.
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A circular jewellery box with a push on lid is shown and a length of
cord (supplied) is removed from inside. The empty box is placed in
full view on the table. A borrowed finger ring is threaded on to the
cord from where it vanishes! Immediately the box is picked up and
when shaken something can be heard rattling around inside. When
the lid is removed the borrowed ring is seen lying on the cotton wool
inside!
Thanks to its new improved design this box can be shown completely
freely, yet any ring (or coin) can end up instantly inside.
Price: £18.00
For full details of this and the rest of Mark Leveridge’s exclusive
magic range log on to our website (address shown above)
Mark Leveridge Magic, 13A Lyndhurst Rd, Exeter EX2 4PA
Tel: 01392 252000 magic@markleveridge.co.uk
We accept Mastercard, Visa, Maestro and American Express
Credit/debit card payments - Postage = charged at cost + £1 packaging
Cheque/PO/cash payments - please add 15% to order value. A credit note will be
issued for overpayments of £1.00 or more.
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